11th & 12th September 2019
Don Carlos Leisure Resort & Spa, Marbella
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Programme of Events

Wednesday 11th September
11.00 – 12.00
12.00 – 13.00
13.00 – 14.30
14.30 – 15.30
15.45 – 16.45
16.45 – 17.30
17.30 – 18.00
20.00 – 22.00

Delegate Registration
RDO Annual General Members’ Meeting
Lunch & Networking
Education Session
Education Session
Coffee & Networking
Delegate Registration
Welcome Drinks & Finger Buffet Reception

Thursday 12th September
08.30 – 09.00
09.00 – 11.20
11.20 – 11.50
11.50 – 13.15
13.15 – 14.15
14.15 – 17.30
20.00...

Delegate Registration & Welcome Coffee
Conference Sessions
Coffee Break & Networking
Conference Sessions
Lunch & Networking
Conference Sessions
Closing Party

Friday 13th September
Departure

Welcome to Marbella and to the 2019 RDO
Conference – RDO10
It is with great pleasure that I welcome you all back to the Don Carlos Leisure
Resort & Spa, for what will be the 10th edition of the conference as RDO, and
the 21st year for the association. Before I address the conference content, I
would like to offer a huge thank you from all of the RDO team to Robin Mills who
has been a brilliant Chair over the years. Robin decided to step down last year
to focus on the day job and I’m honoured to be following in his footsteps.
As with previous RDO conferences this year’s event is set to offer a mix of practical information, entertainment
and fun.
So what can we expect this year? Well, when it comes to planning the conference content we often take a
look at what is happening elsewhere in the travel and tourism sector and there is no doubt that the last
decade has seen enormous changes. Low cost travel, an over-riding desire for holiday experiences and
technological progress easing how we search and book holidays have transformed leisure travel today.
And we in the timeshare industry must also be prepared to learn from the wider travel and tourism world and
adapt to these changes – we cannot afford to be complacent.
The challenge is how to prepare for future progress. History shows us that those individuals and brands that
move with the times and adapt to change are the most successful, as opposed to those that stick their heads
in the sand and pretend it is all going to return to how it was.
What we do know is that technological progress is going to continue to be disruptive. Because of this we
decided to choose the theme of “The Next Chapter” for this year’s conference, to reflect the need for our
industry to embrace the changes on the horizon, such as the new technologies being developed. We also
intend to debate and discuss what the future holds so that we can face it together with confidence.
In the words of Warren G. Bennis: “In life, change is inevitable. In business, change is vital.”
To motivate and inspire you we have a range of keynote and guest speakers with unique backgrounds,
knowledge and life experiences that they will share. And we hope this will help you prepare your businesses
for the many upcoming disruptive changes on the way. These include a range of fascinating topics such as
Future Proofing, AI & Automation, Trust & Reputation and much more to complement the usual legislative
and enforcement update and education sessions.
I would like to take this opportunity to offer a huge thank you on behalf RDO to our Platinum sponsors, Interval
International and RCI. We are extremely grateful for all the support that our sponsors give to the event each
year - the conference wouldn’t be possible without them.
In closing I would also like to acknowledge the tireless efforts of my fellow RDO Conference Working Group
colleagues who as always have worked extremely hard to ensure that the 10th anniversary conference of
RDO will be an event full of engaging presentations, lively debate and an excellent opportunity to interact
with others working within the industry, with the added bonus of the chance to socialise and relax with
colleagues.

Jackie Murphy
Chairperson, RDO Conference Working Group

Moderator and Speakers
RDO10 Moderator
Jeremy Skidmore
Jeremy has been a journalist for more than 30 years on national and travel trade
titles. Previously editor of Travel Weekly and a reporter for The Telegraph and The
Mail on Sunday, he has been a regular contributor to several national newspapers,
television and radio stations, and online publications. He is regularly hired to
moderate major events, including the Barclays Travel Forum and the annual Global
Travel Group conference. Jeremy also runs high-energy media training courses that prepare executives to
deal with any approach from the media and presentation courses that show executives how to deliver when
it matters. His company also produces videos for several companies across various industries.

Keynote Speakers
Daniel Hulme - CEO & Founder Satalia
Daniel is the founder and CEO of AI solutions company Satalia, and also Director of
Business Analytics MSc, University College London. After studying computer and
cognitive science, as well as management and computational complexity, Daniel has
since balanced work in academia, public and private sectors. He worked as a
consultant for a range of technology companies in the UK and US. He’s worked on
and founded advisory bodies and steering groups largely focused on the economic, employment and ethical
implications of technology, data and AI. He’s also advised the UK Government on data use and worked with
groups to foster entrepreneurship, learning and innovation in the private sector.

Leo Johnson - Disruption lead, PwC
Leo is Co-Founder of Sustainable Finance, advisor to over 50 global banks and
businesses and now part of PWC, leading their Disruption practice. He also copresents the Radio 4 series “FutureProofing”, exploring the impacts of exponential
technologies on business and society. Leo is the author of Beyond Risk and winner
of the IFC Corporate Award for his work with the financial sector. He is a Fellow at
Oxford’s Smith School of Enterprise, and lectures at the LSE and the Cambridge Programme for Industry.
But he is most proud of founding Unthinkable Drinkable Brent, the urban wine co-operative, a bottle of whose
NW6 local red the Archbishop of Canterbury has stored in the cellars of Lambeth Palace, reserved, allegedly,
for unrepentant sinners.
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Give your sales team the power to
make travel dreams come true.
Whether you’re looking for an impactful first-day incentive, a marketing premium or a thank-you gift,
Dream Vacation Week certificates fill the bill. They provide your customers with a tremendous value,
giving them access to weeklong resort accommodation, year-round, in top travel destinations around the
world — significantly below market rate. Dream Vacation Week Prime delivers even more destinations
and holiday opportunities throughout the year, including the most highly demanded times.
Dream Vacation Week and Dream Vacation Week Prime certificates are available in a colourful
brochure or in a convenient electronic format. And redemption is a breeze at dreamvacationweek.com.

prime

For more information, contact Catherine Ford at catherine.ford@intervalintl.com
or call your Interval International resort sales and service representative.

Guest Speakers & Panelists
Daniel Bates - Head of Yield Management & Operations Europe, Diamond
Resorts
Daniel is responsible for European Inventory Management at Diamond Resorts, focusing on
maximising the use of timeshare points whilst balancing the importance of generating rental
revenues, to offset developer management costs. Daniel has worked with all divisions of Diamond Resorts to
support their objectives, bringing from this, a key understanding of the importance of maximising arrivals and
occupancy to drive overall revenues. Daniel began his career in the leisure industry, before spending time working
for one of the tourism industries leading OTA’s.

Chris Emmins - Co-founder & Director, KwikChex
Since 2010, Chris has been responsible for KwikChex gaining global recognition for tackling
unlawful behaviour enabled by the Internet. Chris works closely with many authorities,
including in the UK, the Competition & Markets Authority, Ministry of Justice, Trading
Standards and the police. Internationally, he has been consulted by consumer protection authorities from the
EU, Australia and the US. He regularly acts as a witness in civil and criminal cases against rogue businesses. In
the timeshare sector he directs the Timeshare Task Force, an RDO-sponsored initiative, which provides free
assistance to consumers and assists with actions against rogue businesses.

Darren Ettridge - Senior Vice President Resort Sales & Service EMEAA
Darren is responsible for managing Interval’s sales and service operations in Europe, Middle
East, Africa and Asia. In this role he directs sales and resort marketing strategies and oversees
the operations of Interval’s offices in the region. Darren joined Interval International in 2000.
He has extensive experience within the vacation ownership sector initially gained with his previous employer,
First National Bank (FNB). During his time with FNB and Interval, Darren has become an established and
respected figure within the EMEAA timeshare industry. He is based at Interval’s London office. Darren serves on
the Board of the Resort Development Organisation.

Eugene Miskelly - General Counsel, CLC World Resorts & Hotels
Based in offices in London and Spain, Eugene has been a main Board member and Group
General Counsel with CLC World Resorts & Hotels for 19 years. The role also involves heading
up the Group’s HR department looking after around 2000 staff. Eugene qualified as a lawyer
in the UK and following time in private practice, he worked for five years in private equity investment and then
in various trust and holiday exchange companies before joining CLC. Eugene chairs RDO’s Legislative Council
and is a Board member.

Guy Mantel - Director Club Operations & Travel, CLC World Resorts &
Hotels
Originally from Surrey, Guy graduated UCL (BSc Economics) then worked in the wine
trade in London before embarking on a semi-sabbatical world tour that concluded in
the Costa del Sol in 1998. With 21 years’ experience helping to support the constantly evolving holiday
requirements for CLC World’s Members & Guests, Guy has been in his current role for 13 years. He is
responsible for the holiday delivery of CLC World’s members & owners, with a team of 100+ in Spain & UK,
across three call centres including CLC World Travel, Club administration teams as well as Inventory and
Yield Management.

Jane Gilmartin - Member Relations Manager, EUROC
Jane was appointed EUROC Member Relations Manager in April 2019. Most of her career
and experiences has been within the timeshare and travel industry, stretching back to 1996
where she worked as an overseas tour manager in Europe, Canada and the USA. Before
joining EUROC she held a position at Diamond Resorts as the Club Marketing and Events Manager working
within European and USA Club Operations, exploring new opportunities and enhancing club benefits for
timeshare owners and members.

Jason Gamel - President and Chief Executive Officer, American Resort
Development Association (ARDA)
Jason Gamel has served as President and CEO of the American Resort Development
Association (ARDA) since 2019. His current role at ARDA includes serving as President of the
ARDA Board of Directors, the ARDA International Foundation (AIF) Board of Trustees, and the ARDA-ROC
Board. He also serves as Publisher for ARDA’s Developments magazine, the “voice of the vacation ownership
industry.” Outside of ARDA, Jason serves on the Board of Directors of the U.S. Travel Association. Prior to his
current role Jason was Senior Vice President of Legal at Wyndham Destinations.

Jordan Pellant - Team Lead, UK & APAC, Trustpilot
Jordan works within the Commercial function at Trustpilot and specialises in the Travel and
Retail industries. Jordan is known for his ability to work closely with Enterprise clients to help
them understand how to improve their online reputation and use customer feedback to grow
their business. Prior to Trustpilot, Jordan successfully helped Eventbrite, SAM Labs and Capscan (Oracle)
increase their client base. Outside of work Jordan is usually found playing football with friends, watching Fulham
(lose), or firing up the BBQ when there’s a spot of sunshine.

José Miguel Echenagusia - Vice President Legal Services EMEAA, Interval
International
A qualified lawyer in Spain and in the UK, José Miguel advises Interval International Limited
and VRI Europe Limited on a wide range of legal matters throughout the European, Middle
East, Africa and Asia region. These include monitoring developments on timeshare and consumer legislation,
preparation and advice regarding contracts with developer clients, suppliers and consumers. He has
responsibilities for compliance and regulatory affairs and he is regularly involved in the legal aspects of corporate
and commercial matters, including the provision of legal advice associated with the expansion of the company’s
business into new markets.

José Puente Orench - Solicitor, Gomez-Acebo & Pombo
José is a solicitor in the law firm Gomez-Acebo & Pombo in Madrid. He is also retained by
RDO as its Spanish Legal Counsel and is a member of the RDO Spanish Lobby Group. José
also advises a number of major Spanish developers with regard to the issues arising out of
the Spanish Supreme Court’s rulings on the 1998 Spanish Timeshare law. He holds a law degree and a business
degree, having completed his studies both in Spain and in Germany, and has also lectured at universities in
Madrid during many years. He is a member of the Madrid Bar Association.

Kenneth Lloyd McKelvey - Executive Consultant, Capital Vacations
Ken is based in South Carolina and is Executive Consultant to Capital Vacations, a company
whose operations cover over 70 timeshare resorts in the US and Caribbean, ranging from
management, sales and marketing to rental programmes. Ken is an Accountant by profession
and currently serves on ARDA’s Investment, Management and Audit committees. He is Chairman of ARDAROC and a member of the ARDA Board and Executive Committee. Ken was a member of the EUROC Working
Group and is now ARDA’s representative board member on EUROC.

Lee Dowling - Senior Vice President and Managing Director
Based out of the United Kingdom, Lee provides strategic leadership to the division with
expertise in all aspects of the vacation ownership industry including resort development,
customer acquisition, resort management and rental activities. Lee is also a finance specialist,
skilled in the development of deal structures, business plans and financial strategies. Lee has over 18 years of
experience in the timeshare and fractional industry and before joining Marriott Vacation Club he worked in public
accounting and is a qualified Chartered Accountant. Lee is a board member of the ICAEW’s Tourism and
Hospitality Advisory Group and holds a degree in Chemistry from the University of Exeter.

Nigel Howells - Chairman, Craigendarroch Owners’ Club
Nigel qualified as a solicitor in 1980 and worked in the public sector until 2012. The last 20
years was spent as a chief executive in local government and the NHS. He has experience
of providing legal advice and governance and of being responsible for leisure centres and
theatres, as well as chairing tourism bodies. In 2012, he joined the committee of Craigendarroch Owners’ Club
and has been its Chairman for the last 3 years. Nigel is also the Vice Chairman of EUROC.

Rob Webb - Partner, BakerHostetler
Rob maintains a diverse international hospitality law practice with a strong emphasis on resort
development and the travel and leisure industry in the U.S. and the Caribbean. Rob has been
active in the American Resort Development Association (ARDA) – the U.S. shared ownership
trade association – for more than 39 years. During an absence from BakerHostetler, Rob served as president
of Island One, Inc., a multisite timeshare developer based in Orlando. With this perspective, as well as his
involvement in the timeshare industry from its birth, Rob is able to anticipate trends and change in the industry
and serve his clients beyond expectations.

Robin Mills - Vice President Business Development, RCI Exchanges EMEA
Now Vice President Business Development EMEA for RCI Exchanges, Robin is an industry
veteran with over thirty years’ experience spanning many areas. Robin initially started with a
developer in Portugal back in the eighties prior to joining Interval International where he held
a number of senior positions, he then went on to be CEO of RMI and Petchey Leisure at the same time as
developing one of Europe’s prime points programmes, Club Infiniti. Robin is an active Board member of RDO.

Roman Sucharzewski - Vice President of Revenue Management Europe,
Diamond Resorts
Roman heads up the European Yield Management Program for Diamond Resorts, covering
all aspects of Revenue Management, Hotel Marketing, distribution and Inventory Management.
Before taking on his current role, Roman successfully developed the hotel marketing and distribution program
for Diamond Resorts managed properties across Europe. He continues to oversee these areas plus the full
operations of the European Yield Management division. Roman is known for his background in commercial and
business development, which include previous senior roles in marketing and data management.

Ste Davies - Digital Consultant
Ste ‘Stephen’ Davies has been working in digital communications since 2005 during which
he has devised and implemented digital strategies for some of the world’s largest brands.
Over the years he has worked in senior positions in both agency and in-house roles including
global communications agencies and professional services firms. In 2008 he set up the UK’s first social media
agency and in 2011 his company built an influencer tool, which was later acquired. He has trained hundreds of
media and senior business executives on digital and social media communications and has spoken at events
in 15 countries across three continents.

Paul Gardner Bougaard - Chief Executive, RDO Ltd
Paul has been Chief Executive of RDO since 2007 and was formerly a practising barrister at
the English Bar ultimately specialising in EU Law. After leaving the Bar, he worked at the EU
Commission in Brussels, before moving into financial services with Abbey National, where he
headed up their European expansion and then became MD of their Estate Agency network. He left Abbey to
join IFG Group, where he ran their trustee business and then their overseas operations. He had a brief spell in
business consultancy with IIB, before joining RDO.

“In life, change is inevitable.
In business, change is vital.”
– Warren G. Bennis

THE NEW

Directory

AVA I L A B L E
I N M U LT I P L E
L A N G UAG E S
FOR MEMBERS

IT’S HERE – AND IT’S

BETTER THAN EVER BEFORE
An inspirational marketing piece, the new directory is designed to activate
and engage RCI members, with all the information they need to get the
most from their timeshare with RCI membership

Now available for RCI-affiliate sales offices,
and new and existing RCI members

Limited edition hard-back
cover for affiliates

More than 500 European
and global resorts featured

Inspirational articles on each
resort destination

RDO10 Sessions
Wednesday 11th September

14.30 – 15.30 (60 mins)
Yield Management - Slicing the pie
In these times of change, we take a look at the interesting and sometimes controversial balancing
act in the world of inventory yield management. Our panel of experts serve up portions that include
managing evolving member needs, club programme deliverables, maximising the occupancy levels whilst
optimising rental yield. Whether a single site or a multi-national organisation, getting it right is paramount
to your survival.

Panellists: Daniel Bates – Head of Yield Management & Operations Europe, Diamond Resorts
Guy Mantel – Director Club Operations & Travel, CLC World Resorts & Hotels
Roman Sucharzewski – Vice President of Revenue Management Europe, Diamond Resorts

15.45 – 16.45 (60 mins)
All things legal
The legal panel will brief delegates on developments in the areas RDO is most engaged in at present.
This will cover the latest position on the lobby to deal with the over 100 rulings on timeshare from the
Spanish Supreme Court, the progress of this year’s enhanced enforcement programme and the myriad
of legal issues delegates find themselves dealing with. Come and quiz the experts.

Panellists: Eugene Miskelly – General Counsel, CLC World Resorts & Hotels
José Miguel Echenagusia – Vice President Legal Services EMEAA, Interval International
Paul Gardner Bougaard – Chief Executive, RDO Ltd
Rob Webb – Partner, BakerHostetler

16.45 – 17.30 (45 mins)
Coffee break & networking

RDO10 Sessions
Thursday 12th September

09.10 – 09.20 (10 mins)
Conference opening
Susan Crook, RDO Chairperson, opens this year’s conference RDO10.

09.20 – 09.30 (10 mins)
RDO10 Moderator Jeremy Skidmore welcomes delegates to RDO10 and sets out the order of
the day.

09.30 – 10.30 (60 mins)
The new dynamics of disruption
From political instability to robohotels, from Virtual reality staycations to universal basic incomes, what
are the new set of disruptors reshaping the business landscape for travel and accommodation? Leo
Johnson, presenter of BBC Radio 4’s flagship series “FutureProofing” scans the horizon for weak signals
of change, mapping out the colliding megatrends that will redefine customer needs, and the next
generation of risks and opportunities for the industry.
Speaker:

Leo Johnson – Disruption lead, PwC

10.30 – 11. 20 (50 mins)
AI and the future of business
In a world where many believe access to more and more data will lead to ever better decision-making,
Daniel will look at what AI really is, what it can achieve, and the potential pitfalls. Daniel will outline a
framework for understanding data-driven decision-making, as well as identifying the future challenges
and opportunities for AI. Daniel will argue why we need to embrace these emerging technologies, and
will discuss the real, philosophical and ethical issues surrounding them.
Speaker:

Daniel Hulme – CEO & Founder Satalia

11.20 – 11.50 (30 mins)
Coffee break & networking

11.50 – 12.25 (35 mins)
The New Influence - how to build an influential brand online in the age of digital disruption
For better or worse, social media has transformed the way customers find, share and discuss news and
information. But in a sea of distractions, algorithm changes and a decline in organic reach, how can
brands stay relevant to an increasingly overwhelmed consumer? In this session, Ste outlines what’s on
the horizon of digital communications and how organisations can build a long-term influential brand now
and for the future.
Speaker:

Ste Davies – Digital Consultant

12.25 – 13.00 (35 mins)
Online Reviews: An untapped channel for the timeshare industry
Today, 90% of consumers say online reviews influence their large buying decisions, from houses, to
cars, to – you guessed it – timeshares. In this session we’ll cover: why reviews power your business
forward, how to grow your online reputation, how to stand out from the competition with social proof,
and how to use review insights to unlock business potential.
Speaker:

Jordan Pellant – Team Lead, UK & APAC Trustpilot

13.00 – 13.10 (10 mins)
Christel House presentation

13.10 – 13.15 (5 mins)
Moderator housekeeping

13.15 – 14.15 (60 mins)
Lunch & networking

14.15 – 15.00 (45 mins)
Claims & Enforcement: Getting on the front foot
In February 2019, the RDO Board decided that this was the year the industry must fight back against
the depredations of the claims companies and ambulance chasers in the UK and Spain. Extra funds
were raised from members for this initiative, and Kwikchex was tasked with racheting up the pressure
on these operators. Recognised as a “Consumer Hero 2019” by UK’s Trading Standard’s Institute, Chris
will update delegates on progress to date in both jurisdictions.
Speaker:

Chris Emmins – Co-founder & Director, KwikChex

15.00 – 15.30 (30 mins)
EUROC: Giving timeshare owners a real voice
At RDO9, a meeting of over 50 HOAs – owners’ committees, from UK and Europe gave the go-ahead
to setting up an effective timeshare owners’ organisation, EUROC. 12 months on and EUROC is up and
running and already becoming an effective representative of owners’ views across Europe. This session
will give delegates an insight into what is fuelling its growth, achievements so far, the next objectives,
and why it is so important to have such an organisation working alongside RDO.
Speakers: Jane Gilmartin – Member Relations Manager, EUROC
Ken McKelvey – Chairman, ARDA-ROC
Nigel Howells – Chairman, Craigendarroch Owners’ Club Committee

15.30 – 15.45 (15 mins)
Short coffee break
Delegates to bring back coffee to their table to discuss issues and questions to facilitate debate in the
closing session “The Next Chapter”.

15.45 – 17.15 (90 mins)
The Next Chapter
In this final interactive session of RDO10, we will take an honest look at where we are as an industry
and consider if we have the capability to move forward? Are our products and services future proof,
what challenges and opportunities lie ahead, and what needs to be done to turn the page and move
onto the next chapter? The panel will discuss these issues and take questions from delegates on
as wide an area as possible relating to the industry. Delegates will be given the opportunity before the
session starts to confer with colleagues on the questions to be addressed to the panel and should be
prepared to take part in the debate.
Panellists: Darren Ettridge – SVP Resort Sales & Service EMEAA, Interval International
Jason Gamel – President & CEO, ARDA (American Resort Development Association)
José Puente Orench – Solicitor, Gomez-Acebo & Pombo
Lee Dowling – Managing Director EME, Marriott Vacations Worldwide Corporation
Paul Gardner Bougaard – Chief Executive, RDO Ltd
Robin Mills – Vice President Business Development EMEA, RCI Exchanges

17.15 – 17.30 (15 mins)
Closing remarks RDO10 conference

RDO10 Platinum Sponsors

Since 1976, Interval International® has been a leader in the shared ownership industry, providing resort
developer clients with outstanding sales, marketing, and operations-support services, as well as
compelling product enhancements that augment ongoing owner satisfaction.
The company operates an unparalleled exchange network of quality resorts, with more than 3,200
properties located in over 80 countries offering members vacation flexibility. Global Member- Services
Centers provide personal assistance to member families who are enrolled in various programmes.
Partnering for Success
With Interval, clients have a partner at every stage of the development process. From programme design
to digital sales and marketing tools, Interval assists in optimizing the viability and success of developers’
projects, which can include traditional timeshare, points-based programmes, fractional resorts,
condo-hotels, and private residence clubs. Many of the world’s foremost hospitality brands and
prominent independent resort developers are among Interval’s clients.
Serving Holiday Owners
When purchasing holiday time at an Interval-member resort or club, owners have the opportunity to
trade their ownership for time at a resort in Interval’s Quality Vacation Exchange Network. Upgraded
membership in Interval Gold® and Interval Platinum® offers members the ability to trade their ownership
interest toward the purchase of a cruise, hotel, tour, golf, or spa holiday, as well as experiential travel.
Keeping Members Connected
At intervalworld.com, members can make their exchanges, book Getaways and manage their
membership. The site’s Community feature encourages them to share travel tips and favorite locations
with fellow members. Members on the go can also use the Interval International To Go app, which offers
a combined search of exchange and Getaway inventory and the ability to book using any available weeks
or points.
Interval’s content is also available on Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, and Pinterest, and the informative
Interval World® magazine provides further inspiration for holiday planning.

RDO10 Platinum Sponsors

RCI is part of Wyndham Destinations, the world’s largest holiday ownership, exchange and rental
company.
RCI helps more than 3.8 million families to enjoy amazing exchange holiday experiences. Through its family
of brands, which includes RCI, The Registry Collection, Love Home Swap and DAE, RCI Exchanges
delivers products and services to support the growth of the leisure real estate industry across the world.
RCI pioneered the concept of shared-holiday ownership exchange in 1974 and since then has continued
to lead the innovation of the shared-holiday ownership industry.
Affiliating your resort and/or hotel accommodation to the RCI exchange network enhances the benefits
of your shared ownership product, giving your customers access to holidays worldwide through a holiday
exchange platform – connecting you to more than 4,300 affiliated resorts in 110 countries.
RCI has partnered with developers and hospitality companies across the globe to create a sharedownership holiday club, with additional fractional and private residence club offerings.
As a global leader and innovator, RCI is renowned for being a trusted partner, delivering first-to-market
products and services to its affiliates.
With more than four decades of experience in the industry, RCI is well-equipped to support you, from
strategy development and product design, through to launch and operation. Our Business Development
and Resort Operations teams have the expertise to support all sizes and scale of resort development,
at any stage of planning and implementation.
RCI’s 360° approach delivers full circle support to your business, providing the resource, experience
and flexibility to work with you on a partnership basis to suit your developments’ needs and support
you in creating a successful and resilient product.
For more information visit www.RCI.com or www.RCIAffiliates.com

Gold Sponsors

Dr. Shaik Reshma, 2012 graduate of Christel House India, our first doctor!

of donations support programs and services for children.
Overhead and fundraising costs are covered by the
organization’s Founder and Chairman of the Board.
We thank RDO and all conference delegates for supporting
the children of Christel House. With your help, we are
alleviating poverty through education. Christel House is
more than a school – we are transforming lives of thousands
of children, like Shaik.

Christel House Europe
Learn more at:

www.christelhouse.org/europe or
www.facebook.com/christelhouseeurope

Donate at:

www.justgiving.com/christelhouse

Contact:

Elizabeth Taylor

Email:

etaylor@uk.christelhouse.org

The compelling content company
www.lightccc.com

Enjoy a x10 Return
on Investment
‘Not Promised – Proven’
Let’s talk!

COMPELLING
SALES

COMPELLING
FILM

Light draws all elements of the sales process together.
Our blend of award winning products including Generator Presenter
and Move films have helped sales teams of all sizes to close way
more deals.

Europe: +44 (0)1604 825500
Global: +1 407 337 3555
www.lightccc.com

Activities and Social Events
Wednesday 11th September
20.00 – 22.00: Welcome Cocktail & Canapé Reception
Sol y Sombra
Dress Code: Smart Casual

Thursday 12th September
20.00 – 00.00: Closing Party
Nikki Beach
Dress Code: Smart casual and white and/or gold if you dare!

All Conference Days
Delegate Breakfast and Lunch
Los Naranjos & Terrace

RDO10 Late Bar
The RDO10 bar, located in the hotel main bar area, will be the place to meet for a late night drink.

See you there!

IT’S TIME TO CELEBRATE
Hosting our industry trade association’s
21st anniversary

Interval International,
RCI and RDO invite you to the …

It’s all White & Gold at
Nikki Beach, Baby! …Party
THURSDAY 12TH SEPTEMBER 2019
Meet you for welcome drinks at 20:00, followed by the
celebrated Miami Beach chill-out BBQ.
Dress code: Smart casual and white and/or gold if you dare.
RDO10-registered delegates only.

RDO would like to take the opportunity to thank our platinum
sponsors of this year’s event for their generous support:

In addition RDO would like to thank the RDO10
Conference Working Group for their tireless
commitment:
Janice Anderson-Pearne – Vice President Client Services & Operations EMEA
Jackie Murphy – Founder, Flagship Consulting Ltd
Jon Baker – Director, Connections Money Ltd
Lisa Migani – Director Leisure Services, FNTC Ltd
Nikkie Lambregts Yeaman – Finance, Events & Digital Media, RDO Ltd
Paul Gardner Bougaard – Chief Executive, RDO Ltd
Robin Mills – Vice President Business Development EMEA, RCI Exchanges

“You can’t start the next chapter
of your life if you keep
re-reading the last one.”
– ANONYMOUS

